
6 Marx and Nietzsche:
the individual in history

Ian Forbes

 
The unfinished problems I pose anew…. Man becomes more
profound, mistrustful, ‘immoral’, stronger, more confident of
himself—and to this extent ‘more natural’: this is ‘progress’.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 123)
 
A radicalized individuality is the least well-explained product of
nineteenth-century thought. This is partly the result of the temper of
the century, which divided itself with respect to materialist versus
idealist, holist versus atomist, and collectivist versus individualist
approaches to philosophical method, scientific inquiry, normative issues
and political prescription. In practice, a very particular conception of
the individual emerged and came to underpin the dominant
individualist explanations of western society. Effectively, the concept
of the individual was annexed by liberal thought, and it is a jealously
guarded piece of ideological property. Not only was the individual
claimed for a methodological approach, but the individual was also
said to exist in a certain way.

Alternative accounts of the individual have suffered the double
burden of having to deny the existence of the individual seen as
a norm while attempting to establish the existence of a differently
conceived and understood individual. A new or distinctive language
to describe the individual has not been forthcoming. No other term
has quite the cachet of ‘the individual’—since it denotes not just
a single person, but also a unique and self-conscious being,
distinguishable from all others. Liberal and radical interpretations
actually have in mind much the same human creature—someone
distinct, with capacities and powers—such that the struggle is over
establishing the content of the individual, the origin, nature and
extent of social and historical influence, and the implications for
social and political organization. The problem for radically
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144 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

alternative conceptions of the individual is that the vocabulary and
political and economic order of the west implicitly confirm
individualist assumptions and conclusions alike. As Fred Dallmayr
has observed:
 

In modern Western society, little effort is required to show that ego-
references have become so strongly sedimented in ordinary
experience as to function as taken-for-granted parameters. It seems
to me that it would be pointless to deny the importance and
effectiveness of individualism in given historical contexts— although
one may very well question its ability, as a philosophical doctrine,
to account for itself.

(Dallmayr, 1981, 138)
 
Nevertheless, the tradition of radical thought by definition tilts at all
available windmills, so the concept of the individual must be open
to continual challenge, especially in the face of its plausibility. In the
past, the major arguments have focused on the existence or not of
the individual, and have taken many forms and turns. Mainstream
Marxism, or the ‘master’ narrative, maintains that the individual does
not exist except as an ideological category, that, scientifically speaking,
we are all social beings, determined by our economic and social
circumstances. The psychoanalytic turn suggests that more naturalistic
forces, drives deep within our unconscious, are at the heart of our
being and actions. Most recently, post-structuralist approaches deny
the elements of being an individual—there is no self in existence, no
subjectivity to locate, no basis for an account of individualness apart
from the context of life and language.

Karl Marx and Friedrich Nietzsche are by now heavily implicated
in these old and new traditions. However, it is argued here that
interpretations of Marx and Nietzsche have consistently underplayed
the consequences of their contributions to an alternative understanding
of the individual in history. Marxist thought, focusing on the economic
roots of social and political discord and the mechanisms for a
productively effective future, has neglected to develop an account of
the new freedoms and responsibilities of post-capitalist existence.
Nietzschean interpretation, on the other hand, has swung between a
fear of nihilism and aristocratic radicalism and the glorification of the
kind of relativism given such a spur by Nietzsche’s aesthetic and
moral critiques.

Recent explorations of Nietzsche and Marx tend to emphasize the
incompatibility of their rival systems of thought. Nancy Love, for
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 145

example, argues that: ‘By pursuing the origins of modern society,
Marx discovers the dominant economic interests and Nietzsche reveals
its dominant psychological ones’ (1986, 8). While Marx and Nietzsche
cannot be compressed into the same theoretical mould, it can certainly
be demonstrated that their critiques have been formative influences
in the subsequent development of western perceptions of self and
change in society. Equally, both thinkers place themselves within a
historicizing tradition of understanding and discovery. They presume
the existence of change and discontinuity, crucial aspects of which
have already occurred, are unfolding in their present, and will exercise
a major influence on the immediate future. Marx and Nietzsche accept
the necessity for change, but neither is didactic about its ultimate
outcome. Marx is prescriptive, given the possibility for an
organizationally different and socially just society, while Nietzsche is
encouraging about the prospects for a creative mode of being despite
the realities of organization.

THE REAL MARXIAN INDIVIDUAL

Marx is a severe critic of individualism, seeing it as the basis of
liberal idealism and a key element in the ideology of capitalism. The
underlying principle for him is the concept of the abstract individual.
His principal objections are to atomistic views of the person and
ahistorical approaches to society. In this respect his attacks on those
who perpetrate these philosophical errors has an undiminished
potency, notwithstanding subsequent attempts to modify the claims
and theory of individualism (O’Neill, 1973). Individualism, for Marx,
was equated with the distinction between the self and others that
is implicit in an exchange economy, where interactions reflect the
transmission of the result of human activity. It is no surprise then
to find that Marx described the egoist as ‘an individual separated
from the community, withdrawn into himself, wholly preoccupied
with his private interest and acting in accordance with his private
caprice’ (1975, 26). The direct result of the exchange society and
the division of labour on which it is based, however, is a process
that is contradictory. ‘Instead of the individual function being the
function of society, the individual function is made into a society
for itself’ (ibid., 148). Despite the increasing sophistication of society
and the advancement of humanity, there was nevertheless ‘a
diminution of the capacity of each man taken individually’ (ibid.,
373). Such passages indicate that Marx did employ the historical
materialist method to analyse non-economistic matters. His view of
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146 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

historical development presupposes that change brought about at the
level of social organization will ultimately produce change in our
basic human nature, and so change the possibilities and create the
conditions for new social forms (Forbes, 1990). In general terms,
Marx’s view of a history made up of epochs and his theory of
change point to an evolving individuality connected in materialist
terms to the increasing sophistication of social and technological
existence.

The strongest element in Marx’s story of the development of the
human individual emerges in the transition from feudalism to
capitalism. Feudal individuality was a restricted and parochial
experience, with strong reliance on pre-scientific and traditional
patterns of thought and behaviour. The move to capitalism meant
that the person effectively had opportunities for a greater
understanding of the world, and that understanding made greater
control over action possible. In other words, developing rationality
and emotionality meant that agency could take new and more potent
forms. Under capitalism, the development of humanity undergoes
significant advance. The powers and potentialities of individuals begin
to be freed from the restraints of mystical explanation or sheer
ignorance. The antagonism with nature within feudal existence,
arising from the alienation from nature, and the subjugation of the
forces of production to that nature, begins to be resolved with
capitalism. Humans realize that they can control, however
imperfectly, themselves and their environment. Marx believed that
social change could produce altogether new social forms which
dispensed forever with society based on exploitation of human by
human, and even of nature by humans.

The account of the individual is closely connected to the
progression of capitalism, through which individuals become more
aware of themselves and their abilities, powers and needs. This kind
of development is the direct outcome of Marx’s view of the
developing relations of production.
 

When we consider bourgeois society in the long view and as a
whole, then the final result of the process of social production
always appears as the society itself, i.e. the human being itself in
its social relations…. The conditions and objectifications of the
process are themselves equally moments of it, and its only subjects
are the individuals, but individuals in mutual relationships, which
they equally produce and reproduce anew.

(Marx, [1857–8] 1973a, 712)
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 147

The success of new kinds of human activity in conjunction with the
developing forces of production is to be understood in a number of
ways. First, there was the delimiting or cathartic effect on society.
Humans are invested with the ability to break down or through the
conditions of their existence, and establish a new comprehension of
themselves in a world of their making. Second, Marx was making
another claim about the nature of capitalist society—that it was
producing very favourable conditions under which individuals were
freed from mystifications about themselves which served to maintain
a system of exploitation.

Marx suggests that some powers of humanity were indeed nascent
and remained dormant until the development of capitalism made their
expression a concrete reality. History, then, is not just made by living
human individuals but also confronts them in the present. History is
the context that confines and shapes living human individuals but it
does not, cannot, define what it is to be human.
 

In the present epoch the domination of material conditions over
individuals, and the suppression of individuality by chance, has
assumed its sharpest and most universal form, thereby setting
individuals a very definite task. It has set them the task of
replacing the domination of circumstances and of chance over
individuals by the domination of individuals over chance and
circumstances.

(Marx, 1973b, 117)
 
Put another way, Marx is referring to the development of a most
extensive autonomy as a principal feature in the historical progress
of humankind. This is not the autonomy of Kant, who posits an
agent in contrast to the material and social world. Rather, this is
an autonomy of being in a more complete and individuated sense.
In Capital, for instance, Marx sets out in some detail the way that
capitalist private property brings about a general pattern of human
development. First of all, the change from the fusion of ‘the isolated,
independent working individual with the conditions of his labour’
to ‘formally free labour’, is a ‘metamorphosis’ which ‘decomposed
the old society throughout its depth and breadth’ (1976, 928).
Certainly this is destruction, for Marx, but it is also a great clearing
away of tradition, involving a refreshing disregard for the ostensible
limits to the possible, and demonstrating the potential of human
social organization. This is in the context, moreover, of ‘the
development of social production and of the free individuality of the
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148 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

worker himself’ (ibid., 929). The framework of individuality and
production provides the basis of Marx’s developmental approach. As
Wood puts it, ‘the development or “self-genesis” of man in history
is for Marx fundamentally an expansion of man’s productive powers’
(1981, 33).
 

The act of reproduction itself changes not only the objective
conditions—e.g. transforming village into town, the wilderness into
agricultural clearings, etc. —but the producers change with it, by
the emergence of new qualities, by transforming and developing
themselves in production, forming new powers and new
conceptions, new modes of intercourse, new needs, new speech.

(Marx, 1964, 93)
 
These two processes—the changes in objective and human
conditions—are inseparable, or are elements of the same historical
interplay of one upon the other. On this basis Marx is able to
extrapolate beyond the relative efficiency and potential material
abundance of capitalist society. In the juxtaposition of individual
and social production, he was critical of a mode of production
which made individuals subservient. Both individuals and social
production, equally, are historical products, yet Marx claimed that
it was the position of individuals vis-à-vis the production process
which is the major concern in the organization of society (1976,
493).
 

Capitalist production, when considered in isolation from the process
of circulation and the excesses of competition, is very economical
with the materialized labour incorporated in commodities. Yet, more
than any other mode of production, it squanders human lives, or
living labour, and not only blood and flesh, but also nerve and
brain. Indeed, it is only by dint of the most extravagant waste of
individual development that the development of the human race is
at all safeguarded and maintained in the epoch of history
immediately preceding the conscious reorganization of society.

(Marx, 1959, 88)
 
Thus Marx distinguished clearly between humankind as a whole and
the life of the individual. The development brought about at the level
of humankind Marx most definitely wanted to be realized for all
individuals. Indeed Marx argued that this was the drift of historical
development.
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 149

The bedrock of Marx’s explanation is the abstraction of the
living individual as a subject in history. The existence of
humankind as a subject is crucial, because it requires that the
subject has content, a content which may not be immediately
identifiable, or converted into a list of properties and characteristics.
Nevertheless, that content is assumed to exist. That is, the subject,
humankind, is not a historical constant but is capable of changing
and developing by being culturally expanded and becoming more
universal, whereas the object, nature, has remained, at the most
general level, the same. Certainly nature has been modified,
checked or extended, but it cannot regenerate the changes imposed
upon it as a matter of course in the way that human subjects can.
This is not a simple change.
 

For the first  t ime, nature becomes purely an object for
humankind, purely a matter of utility; ceases to be recognized
as a power in itself; and the theoretical discovery of its
autonomous laws appears merely as a ruse so as to subjugate
it to human needs.

(Marx, 1973b, 410)
 
In particular, the development of humankind is the outcome of this
interaction between humanity and nature, identifiable as a propensity
and a quality of human nature, one which can therefore have a role
in the making of history by the forces of its existence and the drive
of its potentiality and capacity:
 

the direct production process…is then both discipline, as regards
the human being in the process of becoming; and, at the same
time, practice, experimental science, materially creative and
objectifying science, as regards the human being who has
become, in whose hand exists, the accumulated knowledge of
society.

(Ibid., 712)
 
Production takes place in the context of the basic power of humans
to modify nature and their social existence. In so doing they modify
themselves, becoming not what they essentially are but what is
possible given the development of the forces of production achieved
in previous epochs, and under more primitive modes. Humankind, both
becoming and stretching the limits of what it is possible to become,
makes clear advances over nature, and alters the interaction between
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150 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

nature and society. The fruit of this form of change can be referred
to as the progress of individuality, wherein living human beings
become individual in so far as their social existence—their practical,
sensuous life activity—is more and more under their control, and
where their decisions and reactions approximate successively to reality:
‘the universal appropriation of nature as well as of the social bond
itself by the members of society’ (ibid., 409). This move toward
control over the material and social world represents a stage in the
development of society, ‘in comparison to which all earlier ones
appear as mere local developments of humanity’ (ibid., 409–10). This
development of humanity leads directly to
 

the discovery, creation and satisfaction of new needs arising from
society itself; the cultivation of all the qualities of the social human
being, production of the same in a form as rich as possible in
needs, because rich in qualities and relations—production of this
being as the most total and universal social product, for, in order
to take gratification in a many-sided way, he must be capable of
many pleasures, hence cultured to a high degree—is likewise a
condition of production founded on capital.

(Ibid., 410)
 
Notwithstanding its capitalist character and form (and therefore the
brutality of its exploitation), Marx clearly saw the general development
of humanity creating the possibility for a specifiable and identifiable
role for human agents who are universally rich in needs and culture.
Individuality (that propensity to understand and control as a conscious
choice) increases dramatically. And with that change, whose midwife
was the forces of production, the new relations of production reveal
more of the capacities of human nature. If individuality develops in
history, then it must mean that control over nature and human history
develops, at least as a potentiality.
 

Man is equated with self. But the self is only abstractly conceived
man, man produced by abstraction. Man is self…. The self
abstracted and fixed for itself is man as abstract egoist, egoism
raised to its pure abstraction in thought.

(Marx, 1975, 387)
 
For Marx it is not just the objective world of economic relations that
counts. Individuality also relates to the degree of autonomy that is
to be found in any social organization. This autonomy refers to the
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 151

‘limitations of general self-consciousness’, such that Marx wished to
deny that all individuals were allied by the level of their consciousness
with the rest of society. But in this rejection of the Hegelian Absolute
Idea also lies the correct way to perceive individuals and their self-
consciousness. At the level of theory, individuality is to be seen as
a result of long history, the outcome of the progressive development
of the forces of production. As such individuality is a materialist
conception since it has developed entirely in the context of the labour
of humans under successive modes of production, and incorporates
the progressive shift to more complex relations of production, which
implies the extension and articulation of the faculties of humans
(Forbes, 1989a).

The real achievement of capitalism is the development of human
wealth. The wealth of humankind means to be faced by a
combination of daunting challenges and exhilarating freedoms.
Control over nature is not enough; Marx also dares humankind to
take control over its own (human) nature. That is, humankind is the
responsibility of every individual in the course of their own life.
Individualistic decisions with an exclusive focus on the self become
a poor form of the choices of the free individual, who will always
choose with full awareness as a member of humankind. It becomes
impossible to live for oneself in the liberal-bourgeois expectation of
a greater social good arising magically or mysteriously. Marx enjoins
human individuals to express their full potential, without limitation,
taking into account only that such potential has been brought into
existence by historical progression. The manifestation of the creative
potential of each individual serves as its own teleological
justification, and explains his preference for communism over
capitalism or barbarism. Communism would mean ‘the liberation of
each single individual’, ‘the control and conscious mastery of these
powers which, born of the action of men on one another, have till
now overawed and governed men as powers completely alien to
them’, and ‘the development of a totality of capacities in the
individuals themselves’ (Marx, 1970, 55, 92). Only then will ‘self-
activity coincide with material life, which corresponds to the
development of individuals into complete individuals and the casting-
off of all natural limitations’ (ibid., 93).

Marx regarded the existing development of the individual as an
achievement in its own right. The historical process produces
conscious, determining individuals who live beyond the constraints and
definitions of economically and politically defined class structures.
They are to live, co-operatively and realistically, in respect of the
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152 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

realms of necessity and freedom. Agency and autonomy are key
features of these individuals, representing a naturalism at a high level
of cognitive, social, and historical development.

NIETZSCHE’S EXTRA-MORAL INDIVIDUALITY

Nietzsche’s approach to the individual in history offers a different
perspective on the possibility of naturalism. He establishes a dialectic
not of materialism but of change. That is, he is concerned with the
way in which reality and appearance are intertwined such that we
confuse the two, so preventing ourselves from seeing where change
has already occurred, and is about to take place. The individual is
a principal site of historical change, and the first task for Nietzsche
is to destabilize the convention that the subject exists.

To achieve this, Nietzsche must assemble the necessary elements
for understanding society, history, and human existence. In his
rejection of the dichotomy between willing and doing, for example,
he attacks two popular fictions concerning the notion of the self: first,
that there is an inner being that is somehow frustrated and prevented
from acting authentically in society; and second that such a self must
will itself into being and doing:
 

popular morality…separates strength from expressions of strength,
as if there were a substratum behind the strong man which was
free to express strength or not to do so. But there is no such
substratum; there is no ‘being’ behind doing, affecting, becoming;
‘the doer’ is merely a fiction added to the deed—the deed is
everything.

(Nietzsche, 1966b, I, 13)
 
Instead of looking for a being behind an action Nietzsche sees action
as a manifestation of will to power in that action. There is no self-
conscious subject expressing an inner self by a deliberate choice of
actions. Rather, it is the sum of actions that constitutes being,
revealing the orientation of the whole being toward life. Nietzsche
also denies that society can ever progress and improve itself under
the impetus of socially conscious political activity. For him, such
a reification of the social being places a limitation on a fully human
existence. ‘If we wished to postulate a goal adequate to life, it could
not coincide with any category of conscious life; it would rather
have to explain all of them as a means to itself’ (Nietzsche, 1968a,
707).
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 153

This does not imply a circular or merely mentalistic ‘consciousness
of consciousness’. The will to power operates to bring a person into
a position of power over something, in the process of which that
person changes. However, one does not exercise will to power with
strict teleological intent, in Nietzsche’s view, as if the will were a
guiding consciousness ‘behind’ action.
 

The fundamental mistake is simply that, instead of understanding
consciousness as a tool and particular aspect of the total life, we
posit it as the standard and the condition of life that is of supreme
value: it is the erroneous perspective of a parte ad totem—which
is why all philosophies are instinctively trying to imagine a total
consciousness, a consciousness involved in all life and will, in all
that occurs, a ‘spirit’, ‘God’.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 707)
 
Consciousness is relegated from a position of power over individual
and collective action and progress to a secondary utility of the primary
force of will to power. The devaluation of consciousness as a
precursor to positive action highlights the subjective, value-laden
cloudiness of rational thought processes as they strive for metaphysical
comprehension of telos and essences. For him, the act of becoming
conscious is but a midpoint in the process of action being perfected,
and becoming automatic: ‘in such a way that we are conscious of a
condition only when the supposed causal chain associated with it has
entered consciousness’ (Nietzsche, 1968, 479). Consciousness-related
action, therefore, will be contrived and imperfect in the sense that
such action is not autonomous and independent from value-orientations
currently held at the conscious level. It is only when consciousness
recedes and action becomes unconscious that one achieves ‘a perfect
automatism’ (Nietzsche, 1968a, 523).
 

All perfect acts are unconscious and no longer subject to will;
consciousness is the expression of an imperfect and often morbid
state in a person. Personal reflection as conditioned by will, as
consciousness, as reasoning with dialectics, is a caricature, a kind
of self-contradiction—A degree of consciousness makes perfection
impossible—Form of play-acting.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 289)
 
Nietzsche’s deprecation of the introspective and self-aware
individual illustrates how radical a departure is his explanation of
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154 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

consciousness when compared to the image and function of
consciousness implicit in liberal individualist thought. The rational
and virtuous individual,  constructing selfhood by carefully
expanding consciousness and moral probity is no ideal for
Nietzsche (1966a, 30).

The hierarchy of sub-conscious, conscious, and automatic states that
Nietzsche develops suggests that there must be a redefinition of the
ontological development of humanity. It is a decisive move away from
the conception of the individual as a unified subject progressing
toward perfectibility. This is an attack upon the popular view, that
humanity can only advance through society, and will continually
improve as a result of meaningful social relations: ‘All communities
make men—somehow, somewhere, sometime “common”’ (1966a, 284).
In so doing Nietzsche rejects the notion of the single subject, or the
abstract individual.
 

The assumption of one single subject is perhaps unnecessary;
perhaps it is just as permissible to assume a multiplicity of subjects
whose interaction and struggle is the basis of our thought and our
consciousness in general? A kind of aristocracy in ‘cells’ in which
dominion resides? To be sure, an aristocracy of equals, used to
ruling jointly and understanding how to command?

My hypothesis: the subject as multiplicity.
(Nietzsche, 1968a, 490)

 
This hypothesis undermines any faith in the realm of conscious
reasoning and, by implication, truth itself. If the subject is a
multiplicity that defines our consciousness, and not vice-versa, then
the demand of the hitherto ‘rational’ mind for certainty is frustrated,
or, more accurately diagnosed as a chimera, a fantasy. In Nietzsche’s
opinion, this problem has been avoided in several ways, notably in
the belief in either a ‘saving grace’ of immortality after death, world
historical processes, the perfectibility of humankind, or the importance
of a separate individualness which calls for a limited state and a
society of negative freedoms:
 

‘nothing has any meaning’—this melancholy sentence means ‘All
meaning lies in intention, and if intention is altogether lacking, then
meaning is altogether lacking, too.’ In accordance with this
valuation, one was constrained to transfer the value of life to a
‘life after death’, or to the progressive development of ideas or of
mankind or of the people or beyond mankind; but with that man
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 155

had arrived at a progressus in infinitum of purposes: one was at
last constrained to make a place for oneself in the ‘world process’.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 666)
 
Nietzsche’s characterization of wo/man as will to power in a world
of energy in continual flux creates a demanding and uncompromising
position from which to view human development (1968a, 1067). He
is suspicious of any attempt to structure human progress through
rationalistic or moralistic prescriptive theories, and regards the need
to belong within or create an ordered system as a moral (or
philosophical) capitulation and a compete lack of integrity. In this
context the emerging nihilism of the nineteenth century, with its
suggestion that there exists a certainty that all is uncertain and false,
may have been treated charitably by Nietzsche as an understandably
pessimistic reaction to Enlightenment attitudes toward existence. On
the other hand, he rejects the pessimistic reaction in principle, on the
grounds that ‘modern pessimism is an expression of the modern
world—not of the world of existence’ (Nietzsche, 1968a, 34).
Nietzsche’s partial acceptance of nihilism is thus largely on the basis
that it can bring about the necessary destruction of the valuations of
the modern world, and the cleansing of modernity of the false and
facile prescriptions of Christianity and contemporary social theory—
both democratic and socialistic (1968a, 784). Nietzsche can condone
nihilism’s cathartic negativism, therefore, in order to demonstrate more
clearly a contrary and more sophisticated understanding of wo/man.
It is Zarathustra who informs us of a vital and positive aspect inherent
in overcoming the modern world.
 

And life confided this secret to me: ‘Behold’, it said, ‘I am that
which must always overcome itself. Indeed, you call it a will to
procreate or a drive to an end, to something higher, farther, more
manifold; but all this is one, and one secret.’

(Nietzsche, 1968b, 227)
 
Thus Nietzsche conjoins will to power and the eternal recurrence by
emphasizing that wo/man is life, implying that wo/man is in a
continual struggle against life and therefore him or herself. Of even
greater significance, however, is Nietzsche’s perception that in such
a struggle against these inseparables of life and self wo/man will be
transfigured by the process of constantly overcoming at least some
of the conditions of self and life confronted at each moment. ‘What
is great in man is that he is a bridge and not an end: what can be
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156 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

loved in man is that he is an overture and a going under’ (ibid., 127).
By expanding the notion of overcoming to incorporate the development
of wo/man, rather than seeing it simply as an aspect of behaviour,
Nietzsche conceptualizes humans not merely as a species, but human
within a cultural-biological typology of civilization. It is Nietzsche’s
suggestion, therefore, that wo/man with knowledge of self will
disappear at each overcoming, to be replaced by a new being. The
act of overcoming will continue, since it is fundamental that each new
being will strive to overcome itself, even though it can have no
conscious or unconscious perception of a future state.
 

Put briefly: perhaps the entire evolution of the spirit is a question
of the body: it is the history of the development of a higher body
that emerges into our higher sensibility. The organic is rising to
yet higher levels. Our lust for knowledge of nature is a means
through which the body desires to perfect itself…. In the long run,
it is not a question of man at all: he is to be overcome.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 676)
 
While Nietzsche’s articulation of this new wo/man, and the vocabulary
he uses to evoke the process of transformation, are obscure and
fundamentally different from the idioms of Enlightenment
perfectibilitarianism or Marxist materialism, it is worth noting that
Nietzsche is engaging in quite the same theoretical optimism, namely,
that wo/man in history shall preside over a personal re-creation.
Nietzsche agrees that the false individuals of contemporary society
must be transcended, but he stresses the transcendence, the becoming,
rather than the new or emerging form of being:
 

whatever exists, having somehow come into being, is again and again
reinterpreted to new ends, taken over, transformed and redirected by
some power superior to it; all events in the organic world are a
subduing, a becoming master, and all subduing and becoming master
involves a fresh interpretation, an adaptation through which any previous
‘meaning’ and ‘purpose’ are necessarily obscured or obliterated.

(Nietzsche, 1966b, II, 12)
 
The emphasis on becoming serves as a criticism of any approach which
uses an analysis of a particular society to formulate prescriptions for
a new society and to project the behaviour and beliefs of its
constituents. Nietzsche denies that there can be such knowledge beyond
any one transformation of wo/man, because each change demands an
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 157

entirely fresh evaluation of what wo/man is—in effect, a new ‘genealogy
of morals’. Such an evaluation, since it is in the context of a new
being, is unrelated to any prior set of valuations that went to form the
basis of the initial social criticism, and the valuations that go to make
up a social criticism have no automatic relation to future states of wo/
man (Forbes, 1989b). Rather, all valuations concern wo/man becoming
a new being, applying to the transfigurative process as it unfolds, and
not to the new being when that occurs.
 

1 Becoming does not aim at a final state, does not flow into
‘being’.

2 Becoming is not a merely apparent state; perhaps the whole
world of beings is mere appearance.

3 Becoming is of equivalent value every moment; the sum of
its values always remains the same; in other words, it has
no value at all, for anything against which to measure it,
and in relation to which the word ‘value’ would have
meaning, is lacking. The total value of the world cannot be
evaluated; consequently philosophical pessimism belongs
among comical things.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 708)

Thus Nietzsche rejects all ideality and teleology. In doing so he
appears to be offering, with no apology to those interested in certitude
or scientific method, a vision of recurring differences of becoming,
and so redefining our world as a ‘fable and approximation on the
basis of a meagre sum of observations’ (Nietzsche, 1968a, 616). The
false world, the one seen and lived in, is one to which wo/man’s will
to power is opposed, and which it seeks to overcome. Failing to
oppose this world, and every definition it offers of itself, is to
collaborate with that fable. ‘To impose upon becoming the world of
being—that is the supreme will to power’ (Nietzsche, 1968a, 617).
Nietzsche’s antipathy to the fable of the modern world provides an
illuminating juxtaposition of core ideas in his thought. His concept
of transfiguration is based upon both the notion of wo/man as will
to power, and the idea of eternal recurrence.

The theory of eternal recurrence is, on his own admission, a
restatement of the Heraclitean concept that the whole world is involved
in constant change, and that change alone is changeless (EH, ‘Birth
of Tragedy’, 3). For Nietzsche, the concept demands of wo/man that
s/he learn not only to accept things as they are, but be able to cope
with a future that will consist of things occurring as they have. Thus
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158 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

wo/man must know that s/he is never an end toward which s/he must
strive. Rather, s/he must continue to struggle toward each new
becoming. Struggle, therefore, features as an underlying principle both
in Nietzsche’s presentation of will to power and in his theory of
eternal recurrence. The will to power, as we have seen, is an affect
of becoming, imposing ‘automatism’ on being. This becoming is not
then an end, but a new beginning and a new becoming of recurring
will to power.

Rebelling against the studied negativism of nihilism, Nietzsche
attempts to incorporate, theoretically and practically, the positive
aspects of nihilism into his revitalizing celebration of existence itself.
In this way, Nietzsche was careful to differentiate himself from
nihilism, and indeed all popular social and philosophical movements,
while still being able to validate some basic nihilistic propositions.
For example, the negativism of nihilism was at least functionally
progressive since it led to the destruction of current moralities, a
process Nietzsche regarded as a necessary cleansing therapy for wo/
man. Nihilism was not an end point or a mere disintegration of
existing things, but a preparation for the future.
 

I perceived that the state of disintegration, in which individual
natures can perfect themselves as never before—is an image and
isolated example of existence in general. To the paralysing sense
of general disintegration and incompleteness I opposed the eternal
recurrence.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 417)
 
In effect, Nietzsche shows the nihilistic critique of Christian morality
to be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the understanding
and acceptance of human existence. Still on this methodological plane,
the theory of eternal recurrence serves as yet a further, necessary,
therapeutic process, which must remain—in the long term—equally
insufficient for the development of the sovereign individual. The
archetypal Zarathustra, Nietzsche rejoices in the task he set himself
of destroying the hold of conventional morality over humanity.
Nietzsche did not wish to supplant contemporary valuations with
communitarian ideals based upon individualism and the possibility of
a just and well-ordered sovereign state. Although Nietzsche gives some
indications that his ideas have specific ramifications for the future
structure of society, our attention is focused repeatedly on the
individual as one important first principle. Nietzsche criticizes all views
of human nature offering specific and well-defined sets of
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 159

characteristics that, allowed their free play, would constitute pretended
descriptions of human beings. His concept of continual becoming
insists upon the impossibility of any original notion of what man will,
much less should, eventually be.

Nietzsche views wo/man in the context of personal orientation, not
to nature (morality), but to existence (the affect of will to power). This
goes beyond valuations of wo/man’s behaviour as real or unreal, natural
or unnatural, social or unsocial, moral or immoral. Instead of seeing
individuals in a universalistic sense, Nietzsche differentiates between
types of wo/man as well as types within a single individual. Just as
he noted that slave and master moral value-orientations will exist side
by side within the one psyche, he makes his appeal to higher beings
as a category, and the higher being within the individual, to overcome
false interpretations of self and the modern world. Thus Nietzsche avoids
the need for a class analysis. If various representations of humanity are
present within a single individual, then that individual is responsible
for personal existence, and it is not just the social milieu which dictates
the resulting level of humanity. Moreover, Nietzsche’s thought constitutes
an attack on the objectification of individuals and social forces, as if
they can be separated and then analysed.
 

That things possess a constitution in themselves quite apart from
interpretation and subjectivity, is a quite idle hypothesis: it
presupposes that interpretation and subjectivity are not essential, that
the thing freed from all relationships would still be a thing.

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 560)
 
His rejection of the notion of a ‘thing-in-itself’ can be applied with
some success to the existence of an abstract individual, and Nietzsche’s
criticism is indeed highly reminiscent of Marx’s critique on this issue
(Lukes, 1973, 75–7). Nietzsche implicitly, and Marx explicitly, perceive
the idea of the individual abstracted from the social environment to be
a fundamental impossibility. Any agreement is short-lived, however, since
Nietzsche also rejects the ‘objectivity’ inherent in Marx’s materialistic
assumptions concerning the development of the individual.
 

Conversely, the apparent objective character of things: could it not
be merely a difference of degree within the subjective? —that
perhaps that which changes slowly presents itself to us as
‘objectively’ enduring, being, ‘in-itself’ —that the objective is only
a false concept of a genus and an antithesis within the subjective?

(Nietzsche, 1968a, 560)
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160 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

This calls for a restructuring of our personal orientation to the world,
however difficult that may be.
 

Means of enduring it: the revaluation of all values. No longer joy
in certainty but in uncertainty; no longer ‘cause and effect’ but the
continually creative; no longer will to preservation but to power;
no longer the humble expression, ‘everything is merely subjective’,
but ‘it is also our work! —Let us be proud of it!’

(Ibid., 1059)
 
Only at this stage in the development of wo/man is it possible to
assess the types of changes that Nietzsche regards as conducive to
progress for humankind. On the basis of his genealogy of morals, the
will to power is seen as creative of the disposition of wo/man to
conquer the conditions of life, while the theory of eternal recurrence
encourages a consciousness of strength, thus permitting the old
valuations of morality to be questioned and displaced.

This amounts to a reinstatement of the psychological ‘instinct’ as the
basic ordering principle for individual life. This is wholly superior to a
merely socially determined existence and is for Nietzsche a potent and
meaningful naturalism that is alone capable of producing progress for
humankind. This naturalism is a harsh and demanding one, presupposing
that the social nature of humankind is not a moral value at all. It is at
last possible, Nietzsche argues, to see that the idea of the social being
has served its specific purpose for nature and humankind. ‘To breed an
animal with the right to make promises—is not this the paradoxical task
that nature has set herself in the case of man? Is it not the real problem
concerning man?’ (Nietzsche, 1966b, II, 1).

The importance that Nietzsche places on the right to make promises
signals a demanding reappraisal of the prerequisites for real and
enduring change in the world, with singular reference to the individual.
The individual here is a representative of humankind rather than a
collection of abstract entities. For this reason, individuality cannot be
assessed in terms of autonomy and freedom with respect to the
requirements that society imposes. Instead, individuality is an
achievement of the species. In this respect Nietzsche is both distant
from and close to the approach of Marx, since both demand great
things of individuals, in terms of their ability to deal with the world
at a high level of abstraction and understanding:
 

man must first have learned to distinguish necessary events from
chance ones, to think causally, to see and anticipate distant
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Marx and Nietzsche on the individual 161

eventualities as if they belonged to the present, to decide with
certainty what is the goal and what the means to it, and in general
be able to calculate and compute. Man must first of all become
calculable, regular, necessary, even in his own image of himself,
if he is to be able to stand security for his own future, which is
what one who promises does!

(Ibid.)
 
The individual, then, is not given autonomy and freedom within a
social structure, but develops the capacity for action that is
autonomous and independent from what are seen as physical and
social realities. Nietzsche definitely breaks new ground here,
surpassing the flights of fancy in the German Ideology (Marx and
Engels, 1973) over the ideal communist existence with a much more
credible vision of post-revolutionary, transfigured existence. Most
challenging of all is the notion that an individual could, in an age
of positivist social theorizing, know the intended goal, promise to
achieve it, and be aware that all succeeding events must produce that
goal. Nietzsche does not succinctly justify this proposition, nor does
he hedge his bets by relying on faith or fate: he insists that the
individual is the source and provider of absolute certainty regarding
goal and action. The right to make promises is no more than the
logical conclusion to his entire philosophical labour on humans,
morals and society. It leads him to argue that the sovereign
individual has been made possible by the very social and moral
processes that he catalogued and condemned in his genealogy of
morals and critique of philosophy.
 

If we place ourselves at the end of this tremendous process, where
the tree at last brings forth fruit, where society and custom at last
reveal what they have simply been the means to: then we discover
that the ripest fruit is the sovereign individual, like only to himself,
liberated again from the morality of custom, autonomous and
supramoral (for ‘autonomous’ and ‘moral’ are mutually exclusive),
in short, the man who has his own independent, protracted will and
the right to make promises.

(Nietzsche, 1966b, II, 2)
 
The sovereign individual, then, represents the achievement of the
overcoming of the necessary foundations of social morality. Such an
individual becomes strong in accordance with the degree of
independence from external social and moral constraints, and it is
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162 Nietzsche and Modern German Thought

at this point in his thought that Nietzsche may reintroduce the
concept of willing. It is the will of the sovereign individual which
enables him or her to take control of the conditions of existence.
Instead of merely possessing free will, the sovereign individual
commands will, and makes it a servant to the totally human activity
of valuing and creating values. It is this which transforms
individuality into a new kind of power, and establishes a new
potential for social existence.
 

The ‘free’ man, this possessor of a protracted and unbreakable will,
also possesses his measure of value…. The proud awareness of the
extraordinary privilege of responsibility, the consciousness of this
rare freedom, this power over oneself and fate, has in his case
penetrated to the profoundest depths and become instinct, the
dominating instinct.

(Ibid.)
 
With this image of freedom and responsibility, this combination of
power and autonomy, Nietzsche completes a complex historical picture
of the emergence and development of individuality in history. It
culminates in a confidence in the most demanding of moral, and
therefore political and social, revolutions.

CONCLUSION

Marx and Nietzsche foresee, expect and desire the most radical social
change, and argue that its inevitability arises out of an explicitly
historical approach to social understanding. Both share responsibility
for creating the perspectival prism for the twentieth century. They are
united in their rejection of the abstract individual in all philosophy.
Each provides a foundation for the exploration of individuality, and
presages either a Nietzschean kind of radical individual autonomy or
its Marxian counterpoint of a realized social individuality. Marx argued
for an historical materialist analysis of the individual in history, while
Nietzsche concentrates on a genealogical account of the development
of individuality.

The second major commonality concerns agency. Both need an
account of agency which will permit judgements about the quality of
human action in society, and both see agency as something to be
achieved as a higher form of naturalism. The reiteration of instinct
and the powerful reconceptualization of agency implicit in Nietzsche’s
thought demonstrates a naturalism which finds its complement in
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Marx’s focus on a historicized human nature and vision of free
individuality. As Richard Schacht observes:
 

Rather like Marx…Nietzsche thus advocates and exemplifies what
might be called an anthropological shift in philosophy. By this I
mean a general reorientation of philosophical thinking, involving
the attainment of what might be called an anthropological optic
whereby to carry out the program of a de-deification and
reinterpretation of ourselves and our world.

(Schacht, 1988, 71)
 
Nietzsche’s desire was to reinterpret conceptions of history and their
usefulness to existence in general and the future in particular, in order
to develop and precipitate necessary and progressive change in the
world. He describes a different and delimiting view of the human
condition notable for its rejection of an essentially static description
of the human individual and the concept of the unified self. By
definition, wo/man is constantly undergoing change, such that
transfiguration is the notion that best conveys the sense of wo/ man
continually becoming something s/he is not already. That this process
should remain non-teleological, infinite and even dangerous presents
no difficulty to Nietzsche, but it does challenge any political thought,
any political morality which seeks certainty in society.

The contrast with Marx’s attempt to encourage a rational,
controlled transition to a new social order suggests that the
Enlightenment modernism and twentieth-century post-modernism is
played out in the differing approaches to the individual discussed
here. This had led to the suggestion that Marx’s logical heir is
Habermas, who inevitably finds himself in conflict with Foucault and
Derrida taking the Nietzschean turn. However, the different histories
of the individual demonstrate that Nietzsche and Marx share a
concern with progress, whether it is of a moral or material kind.
As such, it is more accurate to describe their contributions by seeing
Nietzsche as the Dionysus to Marx’s Apollo. They, and their
accounts of the individual in history, presuppose each other. Both
thinkers locate reality and social assertiveness about life outside
morality but in a valuational system which is human and individual.
Change, like individuality, is available. The tasks for the political
philosopher, in other words, derive not from method and approach,
but from an exploration of ourselves in history. Nietzsche ‘follows’
the achievements of Marx by adding yet another vast dimension to
the potential for human understanding.
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